Qz	AGRA
to the greatest of them all, to Akbar, the Napoleon
of the Moghul Dynasty, as his grandson Shah
Jahan was its Roi SoleU.
Besides a name resounding through the ages and
the glory of being the founder of the Indian Empire,
the Great Moghul left to posterity a less enduring
memory—his city of Fatehpur-Sikri, a masterpiece
of architecture and a precursor of the splendid
monuments with which his dynasty was to dower
the Empire.
He built the new capital twenty miles from Agra
in the midst of a plain which at the season when I
visited it seemed an arid desert. Then, one day,
without warning he abandoned it.
Why ? No certain answer can be given to this
question—a question that often rises to the lips of
travellers in India where so many cities and palaces
have been deserted for no obvious reason. How can
we explain the abandonment of the Amber palace
in Jaipur ; of Pathan, the former capital, in Jhala-
war ; and here, of Fatehpur ? And to these names
how many might be added ! Was it for lack of
water, or merely an imperial caprice? Perhaps
there may have been political considerations which
now we cannot fathom, or the more or less interested
advice of some court astrologer. Even in our times,
for some inexplicable reason " new palaces for old "
seems a guiding principle with almost every member
of the younger generation of maharaj as. It may be
they enjoy creating a memorial of personal inspira-
tion in the guise of a new palace ; or do these young
men find in bricks and marble an outlet for the
spirit of conquest inherited from their ancestors,
taking to palace-building as a substitute for empire-
building? A quieter, less precarious form of
activity, if more self-seeking and less glorious. And

